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Web Archives: A Critical Method for the
Future of Digital Research
Matthew S. Weber
Abstract: Web archives have evolved considerably in the past twenty years
both as a means of data collection and as a process for conducting scholarly
research. This essay examines how Web archives have gained legitimacy as
a method for research in academia, and focuses on core areas for future
development. Specific focus is given to the building of a common knowledge
base, the need to address issues of accessibility and scalability, the
interdisciplinary nature of Web archive research, and the future challenges of
reliability and validity when engaged with Web archive studies.
Keywords: Web archives, research methods, reliability, validity

INTRODUCTION
Web archiving is the practice of preserving Web content in a curated manner to preserve
content for future access. Web archiving has been in existence for decades now, dating
back to the 1990s and the establishment of the Internet Archive. In the late 1990s a variety
of nonprofits and universities began to archive various aspects of digital content, but the
formation of the Internet Archive in 1996 launched the first comprehensive Web archiving
program in the world (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2012). Early Web archiving was sporadic in
nature, as collections were often built from donated datasets or were constructed in an adhoc nature by sampling across web domains. In the subsequent decades the degree of
Web archiving has accelerated and become far more comprehensive (Milligan, 2016;
Schneider et al., 2003). Web archives are more than a source of data; increasingly Web
archives are a central source of data for scholars — be it in the form of archived Web pages,
Twitter content, news articles, online communities, or the countless other forms of online
data. Indeed, while Web archives have traditionally been thought of as archived records of
website pages, the proliferation of content on the Web has meant that the nature of archived
Web content has evolved. While many still access rich repositories of archived Web pages,
researchers are just as likely to work with subsets of Twitter content or a record of a single
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community of Web pages, such as Microsoft’s archive of Usenet interactions.1 The form of
Web archive research is continuing to change and evolve, but Web archives are emerging
as a central and critical method for a wide variety of scholarship across domains. Indeed,
even in writing about Web archiving, I have moved beyond a discussion of purely Webcentric content; domains such as Usenet, and more modern platforms including WhatsApp
and Weibo, interact with the Web but are not directly a part of it. The discussion herein
focuses on the Web but incorporates a discussion of some of these key components as
they relate to Web archiving (e.g. discussions of Twitter archiving, which relies increasingly
on a mobile Web environment).
My own experiences with Web archives stretch back to the late 2000s. At that time,
Web archiving was well established as a data preservation practice, but the notion of Web
archives as a research method was still in its infancy. In summer of 2008 I was invited to
attend the Oxford Internet Institute’s Summer Doctoral Program. Attending this program
was a privilege, and one I was fortunate to take advantage of in my career. The research
program afforded me two weeks of focused time at Oxford University to work with senior
mentors and other doctoral students to develop my dissertation research. My dissertation
examined the evolution of the news media industry in the United States across a 10-year
period, and ultimately leveraged Internet Archive data to trace how these media
organizations changed the presentation of their content on the Web. I was doubly fortunate
in that the 2008 program focused on the emerging research area of Web Science, and I
spent my days in discussion with the likes of Tim Berners-Lee, Wendy Hall, Jonathan
Zittrain and William Dutton, among others. In addition, I had the opportunity to meet and
talk with Kris Negulescu, who was the Director of the Web Group at the Internet Archive at
the time.
Meeting and talking with Negulescu about the data that was being captured by the
Internet Archive2 opened my eyes to the breadth and depth of data contained in Web
archives. At the time, I was a doctoral student with a passion for understanding how and
why digital media was evolving in the context of news production and distribution. But I also
realized that in order to study that evolution I would need to be able to understand what
digital media was becoming and what it had been. Tracking what digital media had started
as, and what it had evolved into, meant that I needed to be able to either recreate or revisit
prior generations of Web content. Archived Web content clearly provided a path to being
able to analyze the patterns that I was aiming to examine. It is fair to say that in lieu of time
travel archived Web content provides about the only consistent and freely available
mechanism for examining prior iterations of Web technology.
One of the central challenges that has plagued Web archive research is the balance
between archiving practices and research protocols. While there is a tremendous amount
of data available, there have generally been significant hurdles associated with moving the
data from a repository to a research ready format. Thus, my early conversations in 2008
launched my work on developing new approaches to utilizing Web archives as a research
methodology for data collection and analysis.
1
2

For details on the Usenet archive see https://archive.org/details/usenet
For more information on the Internet Archive see https://archive.org
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In the past decade, Web archiving has become increasingly interconnected with
emerging research on digital media, and has become more important than ever as a method
for data collection. The goal of this essay is to examine what it means to use Web archives
as a method for digital research. In unpacking what it means for Web archives to be
considered as a digital method for research, the following proceeds by first discussing what
Web archives are as a research method, and what it means to be established as a
methodology. Subsequently, four key challenges facing Web archiving are examined from
a research perspective. These challenges include the need to continue developing a
knowledge base, the importance of increased accessibility and scalability, the role of
developing intersections with existing domains of research, and the need for approaches
that aide in establishing validity and reliability of research conducted via Web archives. This
discussion is presented, in part, in the context of my own experience examining news media
through the lens of Web archives. In the closing sections of this essay, I explore what I see
as future directions for research in this space.

DEFINING A RESEARCH METHOD
A common problem plaguing emerging research methods is that the method itself is
evolving as the discipline continues to emerge. For example, this is the exact issue that has
proven problematic in trying to define mixed methods as a research methodology; thus, it
is imperative to realize that definitions will evolve over time(Johnson et al., 2007). Thus,
research methods are broadly defined as methods by which, through the careful and
exhaustive investigation of all the ascertainable bearing upon a definable problem, we
research a solution to that problem (Connaway & Powell, 2010). In this way, Web archives
have taken on a life as an exhaustive process for examining a range of research questions.
Research methods are a driving force in scholarship, and the choice of research method is
an important decision in the trajectory of any given research project (and career). The
selection of an appropriate method is central to the process of conducting research —
especially given the plethora of methods that are available today (Lather, 1986).
A
research method ultimately is a systemic plan for conducting research (Patton, 1990),
whether that be through semi-structured interviews designed to lead to an in-depth thematic
analysis or a survey designed for subsequent statistical analysis.
In the case of Web archives, I postulate in this essay that the emerging method of
Web archives is a type of research method by which a researcher or team of researchers
utilize quantitative or qualitative approaches to examining archived Web data for the broad
purposes of developing a broader understanding of a variety of phenomena related to the
development of the Web (see Winters, 2017, for an exploration of the role of Web archives
as a critical tool in the social science and history scholarship). This is posed as an initial
evaluation of the state of Web archive research; the following examines some of the ways
in which this arena of research has continued to emerge and to garner legitimacy.
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WEB ARCHIVES AS AN EMERGING METHOD
Today, Web archiving is well established as a tool for archivists seeking to collect and
archive Web data (Arms et al., 2006). Increasingly, Web archiving is a complicated space
for research, spanning from qualitative content analyses to the world of big data (Schafer
& Musiani, 2015). Indeed, the Internet Archive, one of the best known web archiving
examples, was founded in 1996, and similar efforts are well established, such as the British
Library’s Web archiving efforts that started in 2004 and the Danish National Library’s efforts
that launched in 2005. These substantial archiving efforts have each established notable
trajectories as research resources. These are just a few of the many national and non-profit
efforts that have launched in the past 20 years to support archiving efforts related to Web
data.
Early research efforts related to Web archiving approached the topic from an archival
perspective (Ben David, 2016). Indeed, the early research community that formed as part
of the International Internet Preservation Consortium’s (http://netpreserve.org) work was
focused on studying the effectiveness and utility of archiving efforts, or reporting back on
the status of ongoing archiving efforts. But as the field has grown, these communities have
evolved as well.
From a research perspective, it is only in the past decade that scholars have been
able to access the breadth and depth of archival Internet data for research purposes. As
that has happened, relevant scholarship has opened up new domains of research for
scholars. The Buddha Project out of Oxford, UK, sought to open up the UK web to
researchers by demonstrating its utility through a series of case studies projects. The work
was supported by funding from the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research Council. In another
vein, in 2020 the United States National Library of Medicine was able to expand its Global
Health Events web archive to rapidly capture and archive emerging resources related to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The increasing flexibility to adapt Web archiving practices to
archive an emerging event is further indicative of the way in which Web archiving is
developed as a methodology for researchers. In preserving COVID-19 resources, the
National Library of Medicine served to create an important research artifact, but also
specified a method for analysis — Web archives — as the avenue for studying the digital
presentation of information related to COVID-19. More recently the WEB90 project was
funded by the French National Research Agency with the goal of developing projects
focused on Web data collected in France from the 1990s. Others, including the Internet
Archive and the British Library, have started related collections (see, for example, the
related WarcNet papers available at https://cc.au.dk/en/warcnet/warcnet-papers/ that detail
out national collections including Luxembourg, France and Hungary, among others);
collectively, this demonstrates the ability to operationalize this research methodology in
order to enable the study of real-time events as they unfold and evolve.
In thinking about the development of web archiving as a method for digital research,
there are a number of key challenges that impact the growth of this methodology within
academic. Four primary challenges must be addressed in establishing Web archiving as a
methodology. First, the knowledge base regarding how best to utilize Web archive in
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research is still developing. Second, there is a need for increased accessibility of Web
archives and improved scalability of existing tools in order to leverage the full capacity and
depth of Web archives. Third, in order to continue developing Web archiving as a method
there is a need to build intersections with existing domains of research in order to expand
the applicability of the research method. Fourth, as the use of the method continues to
expand it will be important to establish new indicators of validity and reliability.

BUILDING A KNOWLEDGE BASE
I have worked in my own research to develop a framework for incorporating Web archive
research as a central methodological approach to studying local news media. Contextually,
much of my research focuses on the study of change in news media organizations, and in
recent years that work has shifted to emphasize the evolution of local news organizations.
Web archiving is particularly apt to the study of this space in part because news
organizations are increasingly reliant on the Web as a primary platform for dissemination of
information. As a result, the archiving and replay of Web pages is a critical methodological
tool for being applied to replicate how news media content is disseminated via the Web.
Moreover, the acceleration of tool development has meant that it is increasingly easier to
extract and analyze data at scale in order to extrapolate and analyze data.
Tools for analysis are part of the overall development of this domain of research, but
it is equally important that researchers establish a robust tradition of scholarship in this
space. Web archiving has begun to take hold as a central component of research across
the academy. An analysis of Web of Science and Google Scholar citations shows steady
year-over-year growth of the mention of “web archive” or “web archiving” in researching
abstracts from 1996 through to 2019, indicating a growth in digital research utilizing Web
archives. The domains of scholarship vary, ranging from computer science to information
science to imaging research to communication and the social sciences.
The establishment of a knowledge base is more evident when one looks at the
growing number of academic conferences that feature discussions related to Web archives.
First, a number of Web archiving oriented conferences feature robust research tracks,
including the International Internet Preservation Consortium’s Web Archiving Conference,
the Personal Digital Archiving Conference, the Web Archiving and Digital Libraries
Workshop at the Joint Conference on Digital Libraries, the International Conference on
Digital Preservation (iPres), the Digital Preservation conference and the Digital Library
Federation conference, among others. But beyond the host of Web archiving conferences
that have emerged over the years, academic conferences such as the Annual Conference
of the International Communication Association, the Annual Meeting of the American
Sociological Association, and the Annual Meeting of the American History Association each
feature divisions or tracks that routinely feature research focused on Web archiving. The
development of the scholarship surrounding Web archiving will continue to enhance Web
archives as a method in coming years. Further, the ongoing development of niche research
events focused specifically on research related to Web archives has helped to create a
space for further development of the methodology.
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In my own contributions to research in this space, I have focused on analyzing news
media data (Weber & Napoli, 2018). News archives are a particularly interesting space for
Web archival research because the topical space is constantly evolving in order to keep
pace with changing consumer technology. Moreover, the breadth and depth of news
content creates challenges from the research perspective, especially in terms of capturing
and analyzing relevant data (Boss & Broussard, 2017). In particular, I have focused on an
exemplar case in my own research, working with a team to create a sample of local news
websites for 100 communities in the United States. This research was undertaken as part
of the study with the goal of understanding the health and robustness of local community
news and the role of related sociodemographic in affecting the robustness of local news
(see e.g. Napoli et al., 2017).
Archival news media has been shown by many to be a useful tool for understanding
media and society. For instance, early research using this method focused on the
transmission of news articles across different media platforms (Leskovec et al., 2007).
Scholars have further utilized archival Internet data to recreate hyperlinking patterns of
news media organizations online, and to assess the evolution of news media flow over time
(Weber, 2012; Weber & Monge, 2014), as well as to recreate patterns of social movements
and collective action (Bennett, 2005). The aggregate experience, especially my own work
with local news archives, has further helped to shape my understanding of the key
challenges facing Web archives as a research method.

ACCESSIBILITY AND SCALABILITY
In large part, the growth of scholarship in pertaining to Web archiving is driven by growing
awareness of Web archiving technology and data. Archivists and librarians deserve
significant credit for their work in promoting Web archives, and working with research to
improve access to archives. Simultaneously, as others have documented, the growth in
computing power and programming capacity has helped to improve accessibility and the
ability to deal with data at scale. The last 10 years has seen a rapid growth in the number
of Web archiving research projects, each of which has made notable contributions to the
accessibility and scalability of Web archives.
For example, the Memento project (http://timetravel.mementoweb.org) has helped to
make the custom creation of Web archiving more accessible to individual scholars.
Memento launched a browser plugin that allows individuals to access Web archives via
their browser interface, and also to build custom collections. Ultimately, the project aims to
make Web archived content more discoverable by users by allowing a user to view a Web
page as it appeared on any given day based on access through one’s browser. The
protocols users for the Memento program access publicly available Web archives, and the
interface is available to the end user via a Google Chrome plugin.
Memento focuses on making Web archived content easily searchable at the user
level; at the other end of the spectrum the Archives Unleashed project aims to make Web
archiving more accessible to researchers. In the past few years, the Archives Unleashed
project team has helped to create a suite of server-side tools, as well as a graphic user
8
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interface, in order to improve researchers’ ability to access Web archive data. The research
tools (including a toolset based on Apache Spark, and a set of accompanying Jupyter
notebooks) include substantial documentation and use cases; overall the aggregate
platform is designed to increase research accessibility and to improve the integration of
Web archive data into established research and graduate student training. The Archives
Unleashed Cloud project allows researchers to connect to datasets hosted on archive-it.org
and to both visualize and analyze their datasets, as well as to create derivate datasets
based on research needs. In addition, there are numerous other projects that have emerged
over the years, further contributing to the legitimacy and viability of these models for
improving access to Web archives.
Each of these projects underscores the growing recognition that new tools are
needed in order to improve both archiving practice, and the access to archive data. In the
work my team led on local news, we started our data collection by limiting data to
communities with a population between 20,000 and 300,000. Using US Census data, this
helped to generate a list of 493 communities. We did not intend to collect each and every
community, nor each and every website, within those 493 communities. Nevertheless, we
generated a list of nearly 800 news outlets that we intended to study. Collecting a
constructed week sample during 2016, we generated a dataset that contained 1.6 million
documents (html files, pdfs, images, audio files, etc.) and 2.2 terabytes of total data based
on the seed set of local outlets (split across print, television, radio and online-only news
outlets). A process of manual evaluation of the front pages of the archived local news
sources found that the archive contains just over 20,000 distinct news stories.
The importance of improved accessibility and scalability cannot be understated. In
my own research, the ability to generate derivate datasets through the Internet Archive’s
Archive-It program, and to do initial analysis using the Archives Unleashed Cloud platform,
contributed immeasurably to my ability to move forward in the research initiatives that I was
working on at the time. Access to sufficient computing resources is part of the challenge for
scholars, but a number of the newer tools allow scholars to work with subsets of data, or to
do processing on cloud based platforms. In addition, many of the graphic user interfaces
that are available allow for qualitative research without needed access to substantial
computing power. As web archiving expands as a method, the requirements for doing
research in this space are continuing to evolve. Many of the recent iterations of research
tools and platforms for access have helped to lower the barrier to entry.

INTERSECTIONS WITH DOMAINS OF RESEARCH
As noted in the discussion of the emerging knowledge base pertaining to Web archives, the
research space of Web archiving has grown significantly over the past 20 years and has
continued to develop as an inherently multi-disciplinary space. While inherently multidisciplinary, the research space of Web archiving continues to struggle with the challenges
of defining both interdisciplinarity boundaries and connections.
Large-scale data are increasingly being used by researchers to explore ecosystems
of interaction, examining the way a large body of entities interacts with one another, while
9
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still being able to focus in on individual actors. For instance, large-scale data are utilized for
a wide array of social science investigations, including research examining social
movements (Driscoll et al., 2013), healthcare and health messaging (Chawla & Davis, 2013;
Emery et al., 2014), collective action (Agarwal, 2014), news media (Leetaru, 2011; Weber,
2012) and even as a tool for qualitative research (Bisel et al., 2014).
Archived Web data has taken many forms; notably, in recent years, archived Twitter
data has proved popular for examining a host of phenomena. Twitter data as a form of
archived Web content have been utilized to explore a number of mimetic processes focuses
on the diffusion and replication of information (Jungherr, 2014; Park et al., 2014). Much of
the emergent research of Twitter platforms has focused on political issues, including
agenda setting and information spread (Vargo et al., 2014). Twitter research in recent years
has exploded, and covers a range of topics, including notable work covering terrorist attack.
Smyrnaios and Ratinaud (2017) archived more than 2 million Tweets in order to analyze
the types of groups that emerged in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris, France
in 2015. And Schafer and colleagues (2019) looked at the same period of terror attacks in
France in order to examine the real-time archiving practices of the National Library of
France (Bibliothèque nationale de France, BnF) and the National Audio-visual Institute. In
other instances, there is a robust body of research examining the use of Twitter by
consumer to find health information (Park et al., 2016), and as a platform for the
dissemination of health information (Chung, 2016). Much of this health related work has
emerged out of public health and health communication scholarship. This is much further
afield from the origins of Web archiving studies, but the underlying point is that archived
Web content is increasingly utilized in a wide array of scholarly domains.
Other forms of intersectional work using Web archives include the study of images
portrayed on the Web (Ben-David et al., 2018), the use of Web archives to study history
(Gorsky, 2015), and Web archives as fertile ground for computer science scholarship
(AlSum & Nelson, 2013), among others. These topics all further bolster the growing
important of Web archives to researchers, and point to increasing connections between
disciplines.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
As research continues to incorporate Web archives, and as the method of research
continues to evolve, it is increasingly critical that the Web archiving community establishes
benchmarks for the validity and reliability of data and data analysis relevant to Web
archives. Some of the questions of validity and reliability are inherently interwoven into the
act of archiving. For example, studies of subsets of Web archives in the United States are
plagued by the lack of a national preservation scheme. Comparatively, countries such as
Portugal and Demark have the advantage of a national preservation mandate that has
enabled the creation of national Web archives (see arquivo.pt and netarchive.dk for the
respective Web portals of these collections). Despite the differences in crawl scoping and
crawl completeness, almost every Web crawl faces some degree of uncertainty with
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regards to the completeness of the crawl, and in turn, the validity and reliability of the data
extracted from a given Web archive.
Looking at extant research on Web archive completeness, one relevant study found
that the average life of a website is three years (Agata et al., 2014); in turn, this means that
websites preserved today are often fragmented representations of the website as it existed
in the past. Given that there are billions of web pages available online, this also suggests
that while a website might be archived, the outlinks from that website will often be missing
in an archive. In turn, it is clear then that Web archive data has a high probability of being
incomplete; crawlers generally observe robots.txt records, they struggle to handle dynamic
web content, often cannot capture social media data and are simply unable to fully capture
the scope of the entire World Wide Web (Ainsworth et al., 2011; McKay, 2004). These
issues of data completeness and degradation plague social media data as well. For
example, a study looking at three years of Twitter data found that after two years only 41%
of the original content had been archived future use, and 27% of the data had already been
lost to future users (SalahEldeen & Nelson, 2012).
In order to address some of these limitations of working with Web archive research,
scholars have proposed focusing archival efforts on capturing data that changes most
frequently (Spaniol et al., 2009). The idea behind this approach is to capture the data that
are evolving most rapidly. Scholars also note that crawling strategies should prioritize
archival efforts based on the size and relative position of websites within their larger
ecosystems (Song et al., 2004). More importantly, it is clear that there is a need for
transparency in the provenance of a crawl such that researchers are able to clearly
understand the choices that were made in creating a crawl. Limitations with regards to Web
archiving data are inevitable, but making those limitations transparent is critical in order for
researchers to be able to control for the limitations that are present.
Testing the limitations that exist in Web archives, I took the approach in prior
research of looking for the traces of Web pages to see what was present in an archive
dataset versus what should be present based on outlinks from Web pages. This work
focused on analyzing records for the 109th through the 112th Congresses that were collected
by the Internet Archive across both the senate.gov and house.gov domains (Weber &
Nguyen, 2015). For example, the senate.gov domain records contain 26,965,770 captures
representing 8,674,397 unique URLs. An analysis of outlinks from Web pages in the
senate.gov domain across the four Congressional sessions shows that on average 25% of
outlinks were missing from the dataset.
Further, this research used curve fitting to try and approximate how the degree of
missing data changed over time. The curve fit alone did not prove particularly interesting
from a research perspective, as it is simply a representation of the data across time. The
function, however, provides an extrapolated estimation of the degree of difference over time
in a given sample. From a research perspective, the idea is that by being able to describe
the “amount of error” with a function researchers can better control for that error. Again,
work is needed to advance research in this space, but increased attention to the
completeness of and degree of error in Web archives can help to enhance the validity and
reliability of Web archive research. As the method of Web archiving evolves over time it is
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clear that more scholarship in this space, in partnership with archivists and librarians, will
be needed to advance the field.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND THEORY: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While Web archiving is well established as a data preservation practice, the preceding
highlights many of the ways in which Web archiving is still emerging as a mature and
legitimate research method. Researchers working in this domain tend to one of two camps;
the first conduct their own archiving and use those results in their research, and the second
rely on collections built by others. There are pros and cons to both, and a further discussion
of the various approaches in detailed by Weber and Napoli (2018). Those who create their
own archives tend to lean towards work in emergent fields such as computational social
science. But more broadly, a wide group of traditionally-trained humanities and social
science researchers may encounter challenges when approaching web archives. In part,
many of the doctoral programs that these students are trained by are not yet embracing
computational approaches to research. The big data barrier is significant, and there are
associated challenges related to the access and storage of these data. I have focused on
research challenges, but as a field we also have a commitment to continue to advocate for
advances in educational opportunities. As I have noted, programs such as Archives
Unleashed provide a starting point, but an ongoing effort is needed to sustain this effort.
Beyond the issue of education, the discussion in this essay focused on the growing
knowledge base that has helped to establish the legitimacy of Web archive research, the
need for ongoing efforts to continue improving accessibility of Web archives and scalability
of established research methods, continued develop of Web archiving as a method through
interdisciplinary connections, and the need for improved indicators of validity and reliability
of Web archives.
When pursuing studies of digital phenomena on the Web, the method of Web
archiving provides a number of advantages compared to other approaches. Web archiving
is an unobtrusive approach to data collection and analysis, it is a relatively stable approach,
when collected using open-source means it is an accessible approach, and the degree of
coverage is relatively comprehensive. As Web archiving continues to expand, the strong
foundations for research in this space will serve as a springboard that others can build upon.
That said, it is clear that there are some limitations to Web archiving as a research method.
Web archiving is limited by technical barriers to entries (see Ian Milligan’s work in this series
published here), aforementioned questions about completeness, and uncertainties about
the cost-effectiveness of data collection via this approach to research. Web archiving is
particularly limited with regards to research examining the foundational years of the Web
during the 1990s; the archival technology at the time was relatively limited, and the Web
was growing at a scale that made it challenging to accurately capture the complete Web.
These types of limitations are inherent to the artifact being studied; as archiving technology
and Web archives as a method continue to evolve researchers will be better situated to
address these challenges.
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In order to move beyond Web archiving as an approach to data collection it is
increasingly important that broader consideration be given to the research design and the
way in which the act of collection (or access to collections) is integrated into the broader
research design. In part, addressing the previously outlined issues will help to address the
complicated challenges of research design. In part, the integration of Web archiving data
with robust theoretical studies will help to better integrate Web archives into research
practice. Web archiving continues to be a young methodology and a young practice, and it
is clear that there is substantial room for this arena of research to grow in the future.
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